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RATING DISSEMINATION AND PUBLICATION

The purpose of this paper is to provide clarity to market participants with respect to RAM Ratings’ policy on the
dissemination of credit ratings and rating rationales. The policy focuses on notifying the rated entities prior to publication,
and the rated entities’ comments on the rating rationales and/or media releases, as well as the principles guiding RAM
Ratings’ editorial process.
1)

Once a credit rating has been assigned by our rating committee, RAM Ratings will apprise the rated entity of the
credit rating and provide it with a draft copy of the rating rationale.

2)

RAM Ratings will consider comments from the rated entity, but is not obligated to make any changes. The draft
rating rationale is meant to give the rated entity an opportunity to correct any factual error or prevent any
confidential information from being inadvertently disseminated. Comments that reflect the rated entity’s concerns
or misunderstandings will be discussed, but any changes to the rating rationale will be at RAM Ratings’ sole
discretion. The rating rationale reflects RAM Ratings’ independent and objective credit opinion, and we maintain full
discretion to disseminate it to the market in whatever form RAM Ratings, in its editorial judgement, determines to
be the most appropriate.

3)

First-time applicants can elect to reject RAM Ratings’ credit rating, i.e. choose not to have their ratings published.
In this instance, both RAM Ratings and the applicant will keep the rating confidential. If the rating is accepted, and
where rating reviews are concerned, RAM Ratings will notify the rated entity of its intention to publish the credit
rating and/or its rating actions. RAM Ratings will endeavour to provide a copy of the media release to the rated
entity, at least 1 day prior to publication. Where this is not possible, RAM Ratings will inform the rated entity as
soon as practicable and will generally explain the reason for the delay. Comments that are not factual in nature, or
do not concern confidential information, are discouraged. Suggestions for changes to words or phrases that have
the effect of tempering RAM Ratings’ comments and opinions on specific issues will not be given consideration. RAM
Ratings is committed to providing market players with objective, timely, independent and forward-looking credit
opinions.
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4)

This pre-publication notice (as per items 1, 2 and 3 above) excludes ratings that are initiated by RAM Ratings, or
are unsolicited. To recap, RAM Ratings reserves the right to issue unsolicited ratings; the publication of such ratings
will be based, among other factors, on our assessment of the usefulness of the ratings to the capital markets and
our determination that sufficient information is available to allow us to assign and maintain the ratings. RAM
Ratings will also clearly identify such ratings with a subscript and/or a notation.

5)

To minimise the risk of leakage of market-sensitive information, RAM Ratings’ principal objective is to announce its
rating actions as soon as possible. In view of this, the pre-publication notice period is limited to a maximum of 10
working days from the date RAM Ratings sends the rating report to the rated entity. All rating announcements will
be disseminated via our website, www.ram.com.my, and the media. However, full rating rationales and
commentaries are only made available to paying subscribers.
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